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The research Belanger began, and the yearlong investigation that followed, were both complicated and convoluted. Azov Film appeared to be a genuine business, with a Web site, a mailing address, some physical production offices, and its own labor union called Worker’s Unity. Its Web site and catalog listed many films
to a newly created company that was registered in November 2010. Phone calls to the listed numbers were answered in Russian with an automated message that the business was not accepting new business. (As of this writing, the web site for Worker’s Unity remains active.) The postal service had no record of the tenth

DVD order, which it had shipped directly to Canada. The address given by Azov Films as their producing offices, a small freight elevator in a brownstone building located at 136 E 33rd Street in New York City, was an Internet-only physical address. It is unlikely that the mailmen delivered a package to that location. The
phone number on the shipping label was disconnected. Azov Film had no connection to Rasky, who had been in contact with PojkART; nor was his address listed in the company’s records. Rasky, who didn’t know Krawczyk, might have hired an American lawyer in his stead. But the fact that Rasky was producing porn, like

many people who work online,used aliases, and could not be located in person, seemed to support Azov Films contention that there was no connection between the PojkART and Krawczyk websites. After reviewing the evidence, criminal detectives in the LAPD decided that Azov Films was not an important part of the
investigation because it didn’t seem to be engaged in any criminal activity. AzovFilm’s co-owners, Sergei Shmelyov, Mikhail Polyakov and Roman Ushakov are all Russian citizens. Krawczyk had traced the ownership of both files and physical servers for the Azov Films’ Web site to the Firm Office, a Russian company, but

the co-owners of AzovFilms were not identified in the police reports. The police simply assumed the partners were Russians because they had all been issued reentry permits in connection with a failed attempt to renew their visas and obtain a new residence permit in the US.
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The researchers report on the efforts of CPS officers and the CES to obtain the Azov films, including the development of a two-year memorandum of understanding with the World Vision for Prevention of Child Prostitution and Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children and the creation of a case file. The CPS prosecutors
believed that because of the mounds of evidence they had collected against Azov Films, the company had probable cause to indict its owners for crimes against humanity. In June 2012, a CPS prosecutor wrote to the World Vision for Prevention of Child Prostitution and Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children: We are
offering you to provide the Canadian Criminal Code Information to the responsible authorities (the CPS). We will also provide all relevant evidence to the CPS under the laws of Canada, including the evidence previously gathered through our investigation of Azov Films. Detective Karen Best worked an undercover sting at
a gay bar in the summer of 1995. On the night of her final case, more than a hundred men showed up, all wanting to buy her services. She took them home to her place on the Kingsway. They drank beer and watched porn. Then one of her customers took her to a darkened corner, undressed her, and penetrated her. She
cried out in pain, and her customer panicked; he ran away, leaving her with a broken nose, assorted bumps and bruises, and a shattered self-esteem. It was an unpleasant experience and the embarrassment of it lingered for months. Belanger would never experience such an intimacywith a customer. Her first day on the

job, she found she was still pretty naive about the world of the internet. I never expected something like this, she said. Best had studied psychology before joining the police but believed that her human empathy had never prepared her for this kind of work. Why did people collect this material, she asked herself,
anyway? When she watched the Azov Films videos, Shannan felt a tightening in his chest, a sense of déjà vu. He had seen many thousands of live child sexual abuse images on the internet, as well as countless websites devoted to them. But the Azov DVDs were the first time he had seen the childrens actual faces. Child
porn was something he knew, but it wasnt something that consumed him the way it consumed some others. It wasnt something he had chosen to investigate. For Shannan, this wasnt even a case, it was a call to rescue and then to justice. It wasnt just a problem, it was a violation, he thought, and one that he had to do

something about. In Shannans mind, the industrywas flourishing like a fungus in the internet darkhe expected nothing less than total eradication, a siege on the entire body of the problem 5ec8ef588b
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